To: Sheriff Bruce Newman

FAX: 719-738-3676

From: Bruce Kettler
Telephone 719-580-4832
Fax:
888-807-2371
Website: WAC www.wearechangehuerfano.us
Date: Monday May 18, 2020
Subject: LOCKDOWN OF THE WORLD – part 2

CONTACT TRACING:
It is one of the worst forms of tyranny. With this, people in positions of authority can come into
one’s home, and force the adults, or children, to undisclosed locations. COVID-19 testing
helps to enable this tyranny. Accumulation of data by restaurants helps with this. Self
gathering of data for the purpose of contact tracing enables this tyranny.
But, law enforcement cannot legally forbid voluntary testing for COVID-19.
CONTACT TRACING should not be enforced, or permitted by outside authorities, in Huerfano
County. As those sworn to defend the Constitution, this form of tyranny cannot be tolerated..
Far more real than a presently existing virus exists to be careful of, and avoid:
One,
Two,
Three:

Tyranny – CONTACT TRACING.
5G radiation. People should not spend much time near the equipment.
Forced Vaccinations. Voluntary is ok. News reports show preparation.

A real (vs the present fake) pandemic, with many dying. Symptoms can be caused by a virus,
or anything else that causes flu-like symptoms. This is relatively easy to bring about.
I have done a great deal of study of the human body. I understand this so-called “pandemic,”
I’m keeping up with current events. Overall, it looks good for the final outcome of the planet.
Wisconsin fought off their Governor’s power, and they won. They packed into bars, and
celebrated. No masks, stood close to each other, and had a good time. In Colorado a
restaurant opened up for mother’s day. Everyone was close to each other, with no masks. Are
these people suicidal? No. They just know the garbage coming out of their TV’s is just that,
garbage. Meaningless absurdity. Polls show a complete, and rapid, shift in awareness.
Beginning in the 1980’s I started studying health issues. I listened to many hours of doctors
speaking, and read a lot of books with bibliographies. This was just my own personal study to
make sure I stay healthy. Medicine in the US is corrupted. Dr. Judy Mikovits is a good person.
Many doctors have expressed their disgust about a worldwide lockdown, and indicated it was
completely unnecessary. South Dakota had no lockdown, and they are fine.

